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OUR LEGACY

1919 - Establishment: Henry Sonnenberg founded a 
machine tool distribution and subsequently 
manufacturing company in Dusseldorf, Germany.

1996 - Luminette® Privacy Sheers and PowerRise™ 
battery-powered remote control system were 
introduced.

2007 - Introduced Platinum™ Technology which allows 
ultimate control of window coverings from 
anywhere in the room.

1985 - Introduced Duette® Honeycomb Shades, 
featuring a honeycomb construction that is 
energy efficient.

2006 - Duette® Architella® Honeycomb Shades redefine 
energy efficiency with their honeycomb-within-a-
honeycomb design.

2012 - Duette® Architella® Trielle™ Honeycomb Shades 
are the most energy efficient yet with five pockets 
of insulation.

1946 - A joint venture with Joe Hunter developed new 
technology and equipment for the continuous 
fabrication of aluminum. This led to the launched 
50mm Venetian Blinds, which was the first of its kind.

1999 - UltraGlide™, a child-safe retractable cord 
system launched.

1991 - Launched Silhouette® Window Shadings 
which make light control simpler.

2007 - Launched Pirouette® Window Shadings, 
shades that filter natural light beautifully by 
expanding and contracting fabric vanes. 

2013 - Optimascreen® Platinum is an energy efficient 
high density sunscreen fabric with reflective 
silver backing.

Since developing the first 
lightweight aluminium blind 
in 1946, Hunter Douglas has 
led the industry in creating 
the highest quality, innovative 
window coverings for 
homeowners. Our products 
provide solutions for everyday, 
practical needs -  from privacy 
to safety to light control -  
while also satisfying your 
desires for a stylish furnishing 
that transforms your home.

2010 - Introduced EOS™ 500 Roller Shades System,  
a sleek, smooth and high in performance system.
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It is the quality and technical excellence that sets Hunter Douglas Window 
Fashions apart. Many of our products hold patents and are exclusive designs 
engineered and Hunter Douglas Window Fashions are beautiful products, 
designed to last.

Quality
Making window fashions safer for homes with infants and young children has 
always been a priority at Hunter Douglas. As a result, we have developed a wide 
range of products that can help reduce the risk of accidents.

Child Safety

We offer the industry’s most innovative ways to operate your Hunter Douglas 
Window Fashions products, with a variety of easy-to-use mechanisms and an 
array of motorisation options. 

Operating Systems

What makes 
Hunter Douglas
Window Fashions
a trusted global
brand name

PRODUCT
FEATURE

Energy Efficiency
It might come as a surprise, but Hunter Douglas Window Fashions  products 
are an extremely effective way to conserve energy in your home.
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PRODUCT
FEATURE

HUNTER GREEN™

Solar Heat Gain 
Reduce in Warm Condition

Solar Heat Gain 
Reduce in Cold Condition

USING SOLAR ENERGY

Our window fashions help control sun-generated heat by allowing it into your home 
during cold condition and minimise the amount that enters during warm condition.

Heat Flow
Reduce in Warm and Cold Conditions

INSULATING

Heat lost in the cold condition and 
trapped in the warm condition - 
drives your energy usage up.

Daylighting
Reduce in Warm and Cold Conditions

HARNESSING DAYLIGHT

Many of our products reduce 
the need for artificial lighting by 
harnessing daylight, diffusing and 
channeling it deep into a room.

Hunter Douglas is committed to lowering our own energy 
usage, including reducing our carbon footprint by 20%. But 
our overriding goal is to help customers everywhere save 
energy by exploiting the power of the sun.
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As children grow, their curiosity with the world around 
them grows as well. Basic household items, including 
window coverings, can turn into potential hazards. Making 
window fashions that are safer for homes with infants, young 
children, and pets is a top priority for Hunter Douglas, and 
we have developed a wide range of products that can reduce 
the risk of accidents. 

Our window fashions, designed with safety in mind, are also 
a beautiful addition to your home’s décor. From cordless 
manual and motorized operating systems, retractable lift 
cords, cord tensioners and wand controls, we offer a wide 
array of innovative design options for enhanced child and pet 
safety as well as especially easy operation. Choose from an 
array of fabrics and colors that complement current trends, 
yet are versatile enough to carry a child’s room from nursery 
to toddler to teen.

CHILD 
SAFETY
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MOTORISATION

EOS™ Motorisation
Hard-wired to house power, motorized are controlled with remote control 

or wall switch. One-touch operation to raise, lower and tilt the shadings.

Platinum™ Technology
Battery powered remote control or wall switch, removes the need for 

an electrician. Operate the shade with the touch of a button across one 

or multiple window coverings.
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OPERATING
SYSTEMS

Standard Cordlock System
A basic solution that locks the shade in place at any height. Excess cord is 

secured around a cord cleat when raised.

UltraGlide™

Self lowering feature with a constant cord length for effortless operation, 

neat appearance and enhanced child safety.

EasyRise™

Continuous cord loop operation for easy lifting of even large shades.

Vertiglide™

Cordless side-to-side operation, ideal for sliding doors in either left, right, 

centre, split or Duolite™ design options.

Standard Cordlock System UltraGlide™

Vertiglide™EasyRise™
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DESIGN OPTIONS

Top-down / Bottom-up Duolite™

Top-down / Bottom-up
Provides you the ability to operate window coverings from the top 

down or the bottom up to meet all your privacy needs while still giving 

you access to natural light.

Duolite™

Offers maximum light control using two separate fabric panels to 

achieve day/night level of convenience. Perfect for bedrooms or other 

areas where both privacy and natural light are desired.
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Exclusive fabrics, energy-saving innovations. Our state-
of-the-art, patented design for these attractive shades 
incorporates three insulating air pockets reducing heat loss at 
the window by 40%. Duette® Architella® honeycomb shades 
offer luminous colours and crisp, consistent pleats. Lower 
them for privacy, or raise completely for maximum light and 
view—they’re beautiful either way. 

EFFICIENCY EXPERT
Energy-saving innovations for earth-friendly living
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Smart design in crisp, neat pleats. Our innovative honeycomb 
construction creates air pockets where light meets color. 
Raising and lowering from top or bottom to suit the day 
and your activities, our Duette® honeycomb shades are an 
attractive, classic choice available in an impressive range of 
fabrics, pleat sizes, colours and textures.

PERFECTLY RELAXED
A just-right answer for any room
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SHEER GENIUS
Lighting control that’s both easy and precise

Transforming light. Like the subtle cast their name suggests, 
Silhouette® window shadings, with the Signature S-Vane™, 
create beautiful and ambient light and shadow. Soft fabric 
vanes are suspended between two sheers, diffusing softened 
light deep into a room. Tilt the vanes to achieve the privacy 
you desire while maintaining UV protection.
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Sentimental touch with softened light. Vanes set between 
translucent sheers bestow the privacy of soft draperies in 
Ballette® Drapery Sheers. Crisp fabric vanes rotate for privacy 
while completely controlling the light in a room. 

BARELY THERE
Broad daylight can be private, too
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TRADITION, TODAY
Clean lines—the key to timeless sophistication

Sophisticated but uncomplicated. For a look that’s both 
custom and classic, our Designer Shades offer a clean 
appearance in a beautiful range of fabrics in a wide range of 
opacities to bring in just the level of light you want—and they 
protect valuable furnishings from harmful UV rays, too.
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Fine woods, timeless design. Traditional styling and rich 
hardwood slats let our wood blinds complement the lines 
of any room. Fashioned to create a warm and inviting home, 
they’re available in a variety of colours and slat sizes.

DEFINING
A classic architectural approach to window design
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A MODERN CLASSIC
Timeless, yet completely up-to-date

Streamlined, stylish, affordable. Sleek, slim aluminium slats 
offer maximum light control and a clean, uncluttered look; our 
innovative MegaView™ feature tilts slats to twice the normal 
opening. Enjoy special finishes and textures, from metallic to 
matte, and a range of attractive hues.
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GRACEFUL GESTURES
Long lines for sweeping statements

Easy, precise light control. Everything from sliding glass 
doors to bay windows look prettier with our Vertical Blinds, 
which feature easy operation and superior light control.
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Operating Systems

Motorization       

Standard Manual System       

UltraGlide™  

EasyRise™   

Vertiglide™  

Design Options

Top-Down/ Bottom-Up  

Duolite™  
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CONNECT 
TO US

The world of Hunter Douglas awaits. 
Visit www.hunterdouglas.asia to learn more about our 
products and browse hundreds of inspiring images of 
rooms filled with ideas. Our app is available for both iPad 
and Android tablets – offering more than 500 photos of 
beautiful interior design in our Inspiration Library, along 
with a convenient product finder and dealer locater. And 
for the latest on design trends, Hunter Douglas products 
and special promotions, sign up for our newsletter as 
well. We invite you to connect with us the way that suits 
you best, from our website to Facebook. We are looking 
forward to keep in touch!




